GARDEN AVENUE
Ultra-sensitive eyeballs tracing a silvery wake
from purple to blue

Garden Avenue is a summer-long exhibition project initiated by Jennifer Carvalho, Aryen
Hoekstra, Ella Dawn McGeough, and Colin Miner in their shared backyard at 63A Garden
Avenue in Toronto Ontario. Occurring monthly May-August, 2015, each resident has
proposed a loose thematic around which they have invited artists to participate. Garden
Avenue’s second iteration, Ultra-sensitive eyeballs tracing a silver wake from silver to blue,
was facilitated by Miner. Participating artists include: Laura Anderson, FASTWÜRMS,
Renske Janssen, Tiziana La Melia, Eunice Luk & Alicia Nauta, Tegan Moore, Erika Vogt,
Rhonda Weppler & Trevor Mahovsky, and Dustin Wilson.
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Ultra-sensitive eyeballs tracing a silvery wake from purple to blue
Through tasting the soft bits of Francis Ponge’s poems this title was left in the wake, veins
untouched.*
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Why does a snail come out of its shell?
Seeing inside itself ((: :)), trying desperately to grasp a roving form of petrification.
Spiraling in. Collapse. Spiraling out.
An organism that ponders forever in motion
devouring and secreting duration and distance in the ditches of uneven terrains.
Roving amongst the rocks Hexaplex trunculus (Eduardo Cadava), spots Murex trunculus
(Walter Benjamin) swimming in the sea.** This concept of the snail in Cadava’s Words of
Light recedes into the distance. At this pace, will we ever catch up?
This
figure of the
mollusk is haunted by
what
generates its appearance
-and even disappearance. Its shell is
itself a kind of shell that shelters and encrypts
something like its own mollusk, which is to say that the
shell itself is linked to what it shelters, is like what it is unlike.***
Resigning to a pace, space, and fluidity coiled in solidity the banded dye-murex becomes
visible for a very brief duration. Its secretion, as distinctive PURPLE-blue indigo dye, is un-fixable turning indigo BLUE when left in the sun. (In our time, don’t all things really only last for a
duration that is very brief?) The ancient method for fixing the purple-blue secretion has yet to
be reproduced. Meaning, all present attempts to use the purplish hued dye will fade quickly
into blue, tracing a silvery wake in front of our ultra-sensitive eyeballs.
– Colin Miner
* “The Mollusk” and “Snail”. I am indebt to Celine Kopp for having directed me to Ponge’s poems during a
residency at the Banff Centre in the fall of 2014.
** Following one of many silvery trails we find a 1924 correspondence with Gerhard Scholem in which Bengamin
remarks on his time in Rome, specifically an experience in the Borghese Gallery where he “stopped in front of
every painting like a snail before every small rock.”
*** Paraphrase & quote from Eduardo Cadava’s Words of Light: Theses on the Photography of History (1997),
p121-122.
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Eunice Luk and Alicia Nauta

FASTWÜRMS

03 Pour Some Coffee On That Snail No.01,
2014.
Silkscreen print, 23.6 x 18.1 inches (60
x 46 cm)

13 Dragvandil Cat Turds (detail), 2012.
Bronze on limestone, limited edition,
dimensions variable

04 Pour Some Coffee On That Snail No.02,
2014.
Silkscreen print, 23.6 x 18.1 inches (60
x 46 cm)
Tegan Moore
05

Miner Fatigue (mat), 2015.
Weed barrier, sleeping pad, 18 x 35
x .5 inches (45.7 x 88.9 x 1.3 cm)

06

Petroleum Disease (flap), 2015.
Car bumper interior, 3.5 x 6 x .25
inches (8.9 x 15.2 x .64 cm)

14 (detail, second & third turd)
Laura Anderson
15 Appenditure, 2015.
Wood, newsprint, plaster, 12 x 12 x 12
inches (30.5 x 30.5 x 30.5 cm)
16 Blue Major, 2015.
Beads, metal wire, thread, 6 x 20 inches
(12.2 x 50.8 cm)
Erika Vogt
17

07 snail curtain draft for fate coat, 2014.
Ink, paper, dye, linseed oil, 81 x 38
inches (205.7 x 96.5 cm)

Slug, 2015.
4-colour offset lithographic print,
edition of 500, 38 x 25 inches (96.5 x
63.5 cm)
Design by Lauren Mackler

18

(detail)

08 (detail)

Rhonda Weppler and Trevor Mahovsky

Tiziana La Melia

Dustin Wilson
09

10

Introduction to The Left Hand of
Darkness (the cone/the valley/the
valley of cones), 2015.
HD composite animation, silent, 5:00
min

19

The Visit (detail), 2015.
Concrete, 2 pieces each approx. 12 x
11.5 x 5.5 inches (30.5 x 29.2 x 14 cm)

19

(detail)

https://vimeo.com/130888456

Renske Janssen
11 Hot Spring forPhysella johnsoni (Cave
and Basin is closed for tourists), 2013.
Print on photo paper, 3.5 x 4.7 inches (9
x 11.9 cm)
12 (detail)
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Laura Anderson is an artist working in Toronto, Ontario. She holds degrees in fine arts from the
University of Victoria and the University of Guelph. Themes in her recent sculptural and drawing-based
work include organic growth and fragmentation, optimism, visual magnitude, diagrams, points of
inflection, colour phenomenon, and machinic invention.
FASTWÜRMS Formed in 1979, FASTWURMS is the cultural project, trademark, and joint authorship of
Kim Kozzi and Dai Skuse.
FASTWÜRMS artwork is about a poly-disciplinary, social creativity, that integrates hybrid media into
events and immersive installations.
FASTWÜRMS practice is characterized by a determined DIY sensibility, Witch positivity identity politics,
and a keen allegiance towards working class, queer alliance, and artist collaborations.
Renske Janssen (Amsterdam + Berlin) is a Dutch Art historian who worked as a Curator for the Stedelijk
Museum Amsterdam, Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art in Rotterdam, Kunstverein fuer die
Rheinlande und Westfalen Duesseldorf and Artspeak Vancouver. Besides teaching at the Ateliers, KASK
and many other international universities and art schools she is mostly active as a cultural and visual
researcher. Currently Janssen contributes essays for artist’s books, magazines, catalogues, and writes
reviews for frieze magazine.
Tiziana La Melia is an artist and writer living in Vancouver. Upcoming projects include Oral Like Cloak
Dialect, a collection of poetry and selected writing published by Publication Studio; Stopping the Sun in its
Course at Francois Ghebaly Gallery (Los Angeles); and, a group show at Cooper Cole Gallery (Toronto). In
2014 she won the RBC Painting Competition and this fall she will be participating in the Second Homes
Residency at Parc Saint Léger in Pougues-les-Eaux.
Eunice Luk & Alicia Nauta. Luk (b. 1988) lives and works in Yokohama, Japan. Nauta completed a BFA at
OCAD University where she established a Zine Library. Her work has been exhibited at the AGO, Artscape
Youngplace, Art Metropole, and Narwhal Projects.
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Tegan Moore is a visual artist based in London, Ontario. Her work makes fragile interventions and
extractions using existing objects and systems. Recent exhibitions include Corruption of Time's Dust at
221A in Vancouver, and Specs at MKG127 in Toronto. Moore has also shown at Equinox, Access Gallery,
Helen Pitt, and CSA Space in Vancouver, and has an upcoming exhibition at DNA Artspace in London, ON.
Erika Vogt was born in 1973 in East Newark, NJ and lives and works in Los Angeles. Recent solo
exhibitions include: Simone Subal Gallery, NY (2015); Triangle France, Marseilles (2014); New Museum,
NY (2013). Selected group shows include: The Drawing Room, London (2015); MFC – Michèle Didier, Paris
(2012); San Francisco Museum of Modern Art (2011); Henry Art Gallery, Seattle (2010); Whitney Biennial,
NY (2010); Hammer Museum, Los Angeles (2007); Museum of Modern Art, NY (2006); and Centre
Pompidou, Paris (2006).
Rhonda Weppler and Trevor Mahovsky are Toronto and San Francisco based artists who have worked
collaboratively since 2004. Recent shows include a solo exhibition at the MacLaren Art Centre, as well as
group exhibits at Alter Space (San Francisco), Dlectricity (Detroit), Musee d’art contemporain de
Montreal, Flux Night (Atlanta) and the Vancouver Art Gallery. They were the 2014 recipients of the
Glenfiddich Prize.
Dustin Wilson lives in Toronto and plays with combinations of sculpture, installation and digital media.
He has exhibited work at SBC Gallery (Montreal, QC), Modern Fuel Gallery (Kingston, ON), AKA Gallery
(Saskatoon, SK) and Eastern Edge Gallery (Saint John’s, NFLD). Dustin holds an MFA from the University
of Guelph. He is a 2015 recipient of an OAC Chalmers Fellowship Grant.
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